Non-rigid shape registration using curvature information.
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Abstract:

This paper addresses a registration problem for an industrial control application: it meets the need to registrate
a model on an image of a flexible object. We propose a non-rigid shape registration approach that deals with
a great disparity of the number of points in the model and in the manufactured object. We have developed a
method based on a classical minimization process combining a distance term and a regularization term. We
observed that, even if the control points fall on the object boundary, the registration failed on high curvature
points. In this paper we add a curvature-based term in order to improve the registration on object extremities.
We validate our approach on a real industrial application. The addition of this curvature term reduces by two
the error of the inner boundaries location on the previously problematic cases of our database.
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INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing industry requires inspection tools
for controlling industrial processes. This control usually relies on images of the manufactured objects and
on a prior knowledge of them. In our application the
previous knowledge consists in the theoretical model
in the form of a set of boundaries of different object
components.

ferent object components. The visual appearance of
the inner parts (the textured appearance) is unknown.
Figure 1(b) shows an image of an object manufactured according to this model. The segmentation of
the whole object is relatively easy. It is performed
by a marker-based watershed approach (Beucher and
Meyer, 1992). The segmentation result is overlayed in
red on figure 1(b). This step is out of the scope of this
paper. The automatic location of the inner boundaries
is much harder, as several object components have a
very similar visual appearance.
In order to control the quality of the manufactured object, we need to perform the registration of
the model (2D shape) on the image of the object. This
registration relies on the external shape of the model
and the object image. The object is flexible. A nonrigid registration method of the model on the objects
image is required.
The main contribution of this paper is the inclusion of a curvature term in a non rigid registration
framework that avoids spurious deformations in high
curvature zones. The approach is validated in an industrial context.

(a) model
(b) manufactured object
Figure 1: Example of the data used.

Figure 1(a) shows a theoretical model from our
application. It contains the boudaries between the dif-

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the state of the art of registration methods, describes the principle of the selected
method that better fits our requirements and discuss
its performances in different situations. Section 3 proposes a solution that solves the observed problems. In
section 4 we validate our solution in a industrial con-

text. Qualitative and quantitative results are given. Finally section 5 concludes this paper.

tration process has a fast convergence. Because of
those reasons we choose to use Rouhani’s method.

2.1

2

REGISTRATION

The registration literature is very rich and offers
many different registration methods. Interesting surveys can be found in: (Zitova and Flusser, 2003)
(Sotiras et al., 2013). We focus on the techniques
relevant to our application. Our model contains only
the boundaries of the object’s components and the visual appearance of the inner parts is unknown. Thus
image-based registration techniques are not suitable
for our application.
Also the object is made of nearly incompressible
material and suffers only large scale deformations.
Thus, the inner parts move coherently with the object
boundary. Therefore we perform a shape registration
between the 2D model and the object external boundary, and then apply the computed deformation to the
entire model. The same strategy is used by Peterlik
(Peterlı́k et al., 2017).
Our aim is then to register the model 2D shape
to shape of the manufactured object. Because of the
flexible nature of our objects, we need a non-rigid 2D
shape registration. Many methods exist in the literature for this purpose.
Among them there are many well known methods
such as the ICP (Iterative Closest Point) method introduced par Besl and McKay (Besl et al., 1992), but
even its variants later developed (Rusinkiewicz and
Levoy, 2001) (Pomerleau et al., 2013) are inappropriate for cases where the sampling step is not uniform.
This is the case in our application, because the model
is discretized so that there are more points in areas
of strong curvature while the object boundary is regularly sampled according to the resolution of the image acquisition device. Also it is very sensitive to
the initialization step. Another widespread method
is the Coherent Point Drift (CPD) algorithm, (Myronenko and Song, 2010) (Myronenko et al., 2007).
It is a probabilistic method, for both rigid and nonrigid point set registration that considers the alignment of two point sets as a probability density estimation problem.
The method developed by Rouhani (Rouhani and
Sappa, 2012) is particularly suitable for our purpose.
Indeed, it can cope with the not even discretization
step of the model’s border. Also it exploits a quadratic
distance approximation which allows each iteration of
the algorithm to be linearly solved. Hence, the regis-

Principle of Rouhani’s registration

Let us describe the Rouhani’s registration principle introduced in (Rouhani and Sappa, 2012). Let
S = {si }N1 s be the set of data points of the model shape
and C = {ci }N1 c the points of the object boundary. The
registration is done by minimizing an error term in an
iterative process. This error relies on the sum of the
distance of points si belonging to the model, to the
border of the object C:
di
[(si − c j )T T j ]2 + [(si − c j )T N j ]2
di − ρ j
(1)
with si the considered point belonging to the
model, c j the closest point to si belonging to C, T j
and N j , the unit tangent and outer normal at c j , di ,
the signed distance between si and c j , ρ j , the curvature radius at si .
SD(si ,C) =

The use of this distance makes this registration
method it suitable for a different number of points on
registered shapes. Figure 2 shows an illustration of
the considered distance: In low curvature zones the
considered distance is close to the normal distance to
the shape, and so the minimizing process is not affected by the different number of points. Whereas
in high curvature zones, the considered distance is
equivalent to the euclidean one.

Figure 2: illustration of the considered distance

A squared control lattice, P, is defined and its deformation, L,is regularized by a global tension term ,
T (P), measured by its curvature over the whole domain:
Z Z

T (P) =
XY

[kLxx k2 + 2kLxy k2 + kLyy k2 ]dxdy (2)

with L, the vector field representing the deformation of the control lattice.
In each iteration, we optimize the deformation
field L in order to minimize the error E:
Ns

E = λT (P) + ∑ SD(L(si ),C)

2.2

Problems encountered

Using that method we have performed registration
of 2D shapes, obtained from the database (Ralph,
2009).The blue shape is the model that is registered
to another instance of the object, the red shape.

(3)

i=1

with L(si ) the position of si after deformation of
the control lattice L, L(si ) is initialized as si .
And λT (P) a regularity term in order to assure that
the local deformation is not too important.
λ represents the registration rigidity, and is automatically tuned during the registration. It starts with
a high value ( λ = 106 ), which intends to cope with
the alignment problem. Then, once the ratio of registration error between consecutive iterations is below
a given threshold, λ is divided by 10, until λ = 1.
Because of the chosen distance, the whole registration function in equation 3 is linear in terms of the
control lattice coordinates. The optimal control lattice
deformation is obtained by iterating the resolution of
a system of two linear equations. The reader is refered
to (Rouhani and Sappa, 2012) for a detailled description of this method.

(a) object: dude 0

(b) model: dude 7

Figure 4: 2D Shapes used for registration.

The results obtained on our data using that method
are generally good: we observe that the external contours coincide, but also, the internal ones, obtained by
the application of the deformation computed on the
external contour to the whole object, correspond to
the ones we observe in our objects, as it is shown in
figure 3.

(a) before registration

Figure 3: Good registration results on objects 6 and 16 using
Rouhnani’s method (Rouhani and Sappa, 2012).

(b) after Rouhani’s registration

(c) before
registration, (d) after Rouhani’s regiszoom from 5(a)
tration, zoom from 5(c)
Figure 5: Registration results on 2D Shapes: dude7 and
dude0.

Figure 5 illustrates the results obtained after
Rouhani’s registration. We can observe that every
point of the model is, after registration, projected on
the contour of the image. Based on this observation,
it may be considered as a good result. However the
contours do not actually coincide: If we connect the
dots, as shown in the figure 5(c), we observe that even
if the points were moved so that they belong to the
image contour after registration, the registration fails,
specially on the dude’s arms. We can observe that
phenomenon on the figure 5(d).
This phenomenon occurs because this registration
technique tends to minimize a criterion that is only
related to the distance between the model points and
the contours. In the case of the dude’s arms, the point
located at the end of the arm in the model is closer to
a point located in the forearm of the image than to the
extremity. This error appears mainly in high curvature
zones.

(a) model

(b) registration of the model
on the object

Figure 7: Registration results on object 18: the deformation due to registration introduces non-physical curvatures
on the internal contours
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PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our solution relies in the fact that the distortion
between the object and its model is global. Because
of that, high curvature zones present in the model will
remain in the object.
The solution we propose is to favor the pairing of
similar high curvature points by adding a term in the
error equation (3).
This term would avoid shifts between the contours, but also prevent the case where model points
belong to the object’s contour after registration but the
contours do not coincide as seen on figure 5, which
happens mainly in high curvature zones.
Figure 6: Mapping between model points and their location
after registration.

We also face this problem in our images. This phenomenon can be observed in figure 6: the contours
coincide but there is a shift between them. The final
error achieved by the algorithm is close to zero but the
registration still fails.
This is problematic in our case because it induces
distortion in the internal contours, as shown in figure
7. The observed distortions of the internal contours
are due to a shift between the obtained registration result and the expected one. This is in our case a major
mistake: such a distortion corresponds to a stretching
in the lower area (B) and a compression in the upper
area (A), as in figure 7, inducing a curvature in the internal contours. Those two physical transformations
could not happen in the case of nearly incompressible
material, and thereby this solution is not possible.

First we detect high curvature points on the model.
We name them the characteristic points cp. Those
characteristic points are identified using the curvature
radius. For our experiment we defined a point as high
curvature point if its curvature radius ρ j is the local minimum of a zone where the curvature radius is
smaller than 50 pixels.
Then we detect high curvature points on the image. By definition, high curvature points of the model
are also present in the object and no additional high
curvature points are created. Therefore we select the
same number of characteristic points Ncp as detected
in the model, within the high curvature points in the
image.
We match each characteristic point from the
model cpi to the closest characteristic point of the object C(cpi ).
We add a term in the error equation in order to
minimize the distance between characteristic points
of similar curvature.

Ns

E = λT (P)+ ∑ SD(L(si ),C)+ ∑ µd(L(cpi ),C(cpi ))2
i=0

i∈cp

i∈cp
/

(4)
with cp characteristic points, cpi being paired
with C(cpi ), d the distance between those points and:
µ=

k
1 + |ρC(cpi ) − ρcpi |

(5)

with k, being a weight to give the curvature term
more or less impact, and ρcpi and ρC(cpi ) being respective curvature radius. In our application we observed
experimentally that variations of this parameter has a
low sensitivity as long as it has values between 20 and
200. We decided to use k = 50.

(a) after Rouhani’s registration

(b) after our registration

Then as each iteration tends to reduce the global
error, the distance between those points will decrease.

4
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Database

The study we conducted was for an industrial purpose: an industrial partner provided us with images
of objects and the models according to which the objects were manufactured. Our database contains 80
images of size 14000 by 8000 pixels, of objects produced according to 31 different models.
In order for us to quantify the improvement on the
problematic cases of our obtained results, images of
objects with areas of strong curvature have been annotated by a specialist: we have a ground truth of the
real inner frontiers of the objects corresponding to 4
different models.
The method we’ve developed aims to be deployed
in factories, it must therefore must cope with a wide
variety of objects and models.

4.2

Results

(c) extremity of the arm af- (d) extremity of the arm
ter Rouhani’s registration after our registration
Figure 8: Comparison of registration results on 2D Shapes
before and after adding the curvature term.

the model is, after registration, projected on the contour of the image, which leads to a small error term.
But the use of high curvature points pairing allows
contours to coincide even in high curvature zones.
This method improves the registration of the
model on the object produced: not defining characteristic points induces a shift between contours which
corresponds to a not physical deformation (cf. figure.
7), whereas those deformations do not occur with our
method cf. figure 9.

Figure 8 compares the results between Rouhani’s
original method and our proposed improvement. We
observe that after Rouhani’s registration every point
of the model is projected on the image but that the
contours do not coincide.
Using our method, as the extremities of the arms
are high curvature points, those points are well registered.

Figure 9 shows the performances of our method
on other problematic images. We observe on all the
objects that the inner borders are less curved using our
method in comparison with Rouhani’s method. These
curvatures are not present in the model before registration, they where induced by the registration and do
not correspond to any physical deformation of the object. Therefore our registration method improves the
registration.

Adding this constraint on high curvature points
improves the registration: in both cases every point of

The quantitative evaluation of the registration is
not easy. As illustrated hereinbefore, a perfect corre-

tion was perfect the inner contours in the image might
not correspond with those in the model. However, a
huge average distance between the annotated and the
registered frontiers reveals a failure in the registration.

(a) object 18

(b) object 56

(c) object 75
Figure 9: Comparaison of the results obtained before (left)
and after adding the curvature term (right) on objects 18, 56
and 75.

spondence of registered points is not a guarantee of
a perfect registration. In order to quantify the quality of the registration in an objective way, we introduce a distance measure between the inner frontiers
of the object annotated by an expert, and their corresponding frontiers registered: To each point of the
registered inner frontier is associated the distance to
the closest point in the annotated frontiers.
As the objects are not perfect, even if the registra-

The average distance to the ground truth is significantly lower for our result than for Rouhani’s result.
The quantitative evaluation of the results shown in figure 9 are the following.
For object 18, shown in figure 9-a the average distance between the annotated and the registered frontiers is 24.11 pixels using Rouhani’s method whereas
we obtain an average distance of 11.49 pixels using
our method. It corresponds to an improvement of 52
%.
We obtain similar results for objects 56 and 75
shown in figures 9-b and 9-c. For object 56, before adding the curvature term, the average distance
to ground truth is 22.13, whereas with that term the
average distance is 12.53, which correspond to an improvement of 43%. Also for object 75, before adding
the curvature term, the average distance to ground
truth is 39.78, whereas with that term the average distance is 20.94, which correspond to an improvement
of 47%.
Over all the annotated objects, the mean distance
using Rouhani’s registration is 28.9 pixels, whereas
using our method we obtain an average distance of
14.2 pixels, wich corresponds to an improvement of
51%. Those results highlight the improvement made
by our method: the average distance on all annotated
objects is divided by 2.
By the use high curvature points pairing, this
method allows us to get better results: a curvature on
the inner contours is not induced by this registration.
The registered model’s contours are closer to the object’s without any non physical deformation induced.
This method has been applied on our whole database
and similar results have been obtained.

5

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a method to cope with registration mistakes of 2D shapes that are common in
high curvature regions. It is done by first identifying
and pairing the high curvature points, then by adding
a term that favors the rapprochement of these pairs.
This method allows us to get better results that are
consistent with the physics inherent to the manufactured object. It has been used in an industrial context,
and good results have been obtained on the set of images provided by the manufacturer. This method is

intended to be deployed in factories to allow a quality
control of the produced objects.
From the methodological point of view, we propose a non-rigid shape registration method, able to
handle correctly extremities registration. Our process
avoids significant deformations of objects, that can
not be seen if we verify only the contour correspondence.
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